
The Beast Technology Dream & Word 4-16-24@2:38am Journaled @7:55AM 

In this dream I am not myself but an older woman who looks to be in her mid-60’s but she is fit 

and in good health in her mobility. I am with other people, and we are divided into 2 groups. 

We’re on some type of mission I knew going onto this dream and it was during the time of 

antichrist’s reign. Near its beginning and the hunt for all those who loved Jesus Christ had 

increased from before times. We are all Christians in these 2 groups. 

Both groups of members in our 2 groups are armed with weapons and most of them are guns. I 

had a small pistol. We are here to try to free one of our own and to gather as many supplies from 

here we can. It’s still light outside yet the area is lit up with lights next to the building. But not on 

the outer edges where we are hiding in the trees and bushes. 

“Jesus Christ cover us under your Blood and keep us safe I ask in Your holy powerful Name,” I 

whispered. The man on my right whispered back to my prayer, “Amen.” This man to my right is 

the man in charge of our rescue mission. I noticed now all our faces are covered somehow or 

another. I was wearing a tied bandana that’s covering my face from my nose down. So is the man 

in charge, while others wore what looked like masks, latex masks that covered the whole head. It 

was important to keep our identities hidden I knew. 

There are 6 people in my group and 7 in the other that are on the left of my group. We are all 

enemies of the one world government that’s been implemented upon our world. This is the time 

when believing in Jesus Christ as the only true Savior of our world if caught would get you 

beaten, tortured, and then killed. Most of us prayed that if we were captured that we would die 

swift deaths. But if not, for Jesus Christ to give us strength to endure all in His Name and to not 

waiver in our declarations of Him. 

“Larry,” a woman next to me on my left whispered to the man on the right of me. “Yes, Laura,” 

he responded still whispering. “There’s activity coming from the left corner of the building. It 

sounds like a drone patrol is being activated.” “Good work,” Larry replied, “tell John to signal 

the other group.” A few minutes later the woman Laura spoke again. “Message sent and received 

John said.” Larry nodded his head in acknowledgement.  

“Larry,” I said, “if they’re activating the drone patrol then how do we know their infrared 

scanners won’t pick up our heat signatures?” “It’s not dark yet,” he said, “but soon it will begin 

falling. This is where we have to trust our God. We know it’s the time in our world that we as 

Christians are set aside to give our lives for Christ’s sake and Name, but only God determines the 

“when” and the “who.” So, we keep doing all we can in His great Name until our time comes. 

We go forth in His Name asking for His Blood to protect us. If we are caught or killed, then He 

didn’t fail!  It’s simply our time for these things.” “You’re right,” I replied.  

Then I said, “It’s not time for their usual drone patrol. Do you think they know we’re here? 

Remember the reports said they have some sort of x-ray radar, bio-signature reading, thermal 

technology that they started using right before the Lord Jesus came for His Bride.” “I think we 

are about to find out,” Larry whispered. 



Two silver drones had risen into the air. They began scanning the surrounding areas around the 

building. Then they came into the direction of our 2 groups. We’ve ducked down as low as we 

can unmoving except for our silent prayers to Jesus Christ. I watched as one drone scanned our 

area. Nothing happened! Still, we are unmoving. 

The other drone begins scanning our other group. Suddenly, an alert goes off and a voice is heard 

from the drone which draws the other drone away from us. The first drone is still speaking. 

“Tiffany Ascott you are a wanted fugitive of the one world government. Terry Akins you are a 

wanted fugitive of the one world government.” 

As the drone proceeds to call out the names of all 7 members in our 2nd group, the other drone 

has initiated some form of taser-like weapon that knocks the group down to the ground. They 

jerk in their bodies momentarily then they lay unmoving on the ground. “Oh, Jesus,” I 

whispered. Larry’s voice cautioned me quickly. “Don’t move, be still! For some reason they 

haven’t detected us.” 

Armed guards started coming out of the building to surround the people laying on the ground. 

One of them kicks a woman who’s unable to move in her face. “Filthy Christian,” the soldier 

yelled out. The other soldiers laughed. “Let’s get them inside,” another said. “Our master will be 

glad with this catch. Maybe will get a promotion out of this?”  

They started picking up and dragging the seven Christian members of our group. As they did one 

soldier reaches down and pulls off a latex mask and tosses it to the ground. “Nothing can hide 

your face from our newest technology,” he said in a boisterous voice. 

“Hey, maybe we should take a look around to see if anyone else is nearby?” A younger soldier 

asked. I felt my body stiffen yet I dared not move. “What for!” The other soldier replied. ‘Can 

you not see the superiority of the beast system’s technology at work in our drones? This gives us 

more time to question our captives.” Then they all began laughing.” 

I then woke out of this dream. I had asked, “What kind of technology was it?” But Jesus Christ at 

this time told me to lay back down and get more sleep because I needed to rest.  

I was awakened later by Jesus Christ with answers to my question. Here is the Word I received. 

Word on the Beast System Technology 4-16-24@7:00am 

Facial recognition has been implemented for your whole world now for the mark of the beast. 

This is not your average, run of the mill program little daughter. It can pick up a person’s feature 

with pinpoint accuracy. It uses a new technology that’s simply Nephilim and the dark lords-fallen 

ones that’s been limited to below ground until the end time days progressed further. This will 

make hiding almost impossible if not for Me little daughter. It will utilize a feature similar but 

different that allow the real features to be seen below and through items of that similar to your 

world’s x-ray technology but it’s superior in all its ways. 

In addition, it has the ability to detect the bioluminescence found inside the mark. This is how 

the people in the dream I gave you were unable to hide from antichrist’s forces except for those 

who called upon My Name, and it was not their time to perish or to be apprehended. Remember 



little daughter in the ending of times I have granted unto antichrist, the man of sin the ability to 

overcome My saints physically in body to where their lives can be taken when Father God 

declares it’s their time to die. But he, antichrist will never be able to remove Me out of the hearts 

of those who are really Mine. 

Although their deaths are meant as an evil warning from the beast and his beast system to all 

who would dare to worship another but him, it is in fact in reality when this time openly comes 

the main source of encouragement for My remaining children, My remnant when they see so 

many of Mine choose death over renouncing My Name Jesus Christ or Yeshua Ha Mashiach. For 

I am known as both and both Names belong to Me alone. For My Name Jesus Christ in any 

language contains the power of My Father granted to Me found inside it. 

I am all-powerful as My Father. He and I are One. My Name is the only Name that brings 

redemption. That brings freedom by breaking the shackles and chains off a soul that receives Me 

into their hearts. By My Name deliverance comes. Oceans and waters obey My commands…and 

those who command in My Name with unwavering faith without doubt. 

These days that have come to your earth are perilous times fore-spoken of by the prophets and 

Myself. Be warned daughter this facial recognition system is part of the beast system. Or the new 

world order, but I assure you the beast system is a more accurate word for what has arrived in 

your world. There is no order in chaos and chaos is what has come to your world with 

destruction, desolation, terror for the unsaved, desolation, plagues, pestilence, and brutal control 

of your world’s people. Now that you are aware of the new facial recognition technology be 

praying effectively against it now and for those of Mine who shall be left behind, or who are yet 

to come.  

Now little daughter I have given you 3 dreams last night. You are to write out the middle one 

which I have explained more in depth to you what you witnessed inside it. But the other 2 are for 

you alone. Once written share it quickly because the 3 days of darkness now comes to your 

world, and I have made it known this is the announcement preceding My Great Day of Wrath 

upon your world. What most with the exception of a few who sought My truth did not know is 

the last solar eclipse was its start, the beginning of the announcement of My Day which is by 

various events that marks the demise of your world as you know it. 

This is why I did not allow you to speak about the eclipse openly until the end. You were seeking 

My truth of what it really meant. While others were seeking what would it cause or confirmation 

of it crossing your once great nation called Babylon. Yes, My “X” was greatest across Babylon 

but how easily the people forget that the whole world has been marked for judgment with X’s all 

over your world. 

I’m sorry Jesus, my love. I know little one, I see into your heart. 

Most people seek for a word from Me when they should be seeking Me first. They should seek a 

closer relationship with Me, then they wouldn’t have to seek always from Me what is to come. I 

would come to them as I did Abraham My friend and tell them My plans as I told him I was 

going to destroy Sodom where his nephew Lot abode. 



Go now daughter, write out the dream and when you pray, pray against the beast’s systems facial 

recognition technology too. Or you can shorten it as the TBSFRT. And as long as you yourself 

understand what these letters are when you pray, then I will honor that prayer when prayed in My 

Name or to My Father. 

Verses 

Daniel 7:25; 8:23; 11:32-35; 12:4; 10; John 10:30; Revelation 13:5-10 

Please pray about this dream and word from our lovely Jesus Christ and try the spirits. Please 

seek Him for the answers for any questions you may have. I have done as I have been instructed 

and shared it to all who have ears to hear His truth, eyes to see His truth, and a heart to receive it 

as well in Jesus Christ’s Name. God bless. 

Vicki Goforth Parnell 

 

 

 

 

 


